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1William Bauer, known to
many of us as Bill, was elected
in 1977 to the Water
Commission, replacing his
dad’s seat on the Water
Commission.  He served 40
years, most of which as
Chairman.
Bill was always looking for
ways to improve the delivery
of water to residents.  He
recently was exploring the
idea of building a new
standpipe on the ridge in back
of Upland.
He served the community in
many other ways, too.  As a
teacher in the Lisbon School
system for many years. He
coached track, participated in
project graduation, and taught
night school to mention a few.
This year’s Town Report is dedicated to
William A. Bauer
Serving the citizens of Lisbon from
1977 to Dec 29, 2016
Bill enjoyed spending time at their camp on Taylor Pond, golfing, snowmobiling, boating, and
traveling.  He and his wife Peg hosted many gatherings for family and friends.  We thank Bill and his
family for lending him to us and for his many years of service to our community.  He has truly been
missed.
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3Town Office
300 Lisbon Street
Lisbon, ME  04250
Monday-Friday.  8:30 AM-4:30 PM (207) 353-3000Fax: (207) 353-3007
Superintendent’s Office
19 Gartley Street
Lisbon, ME  04250
Monday - Friday
7:30 AM - 4:00 PM
Phone: (207) 353-6711
Fax: (207) 353-3032
Public Works Department
300 Lisbon Street
Lisbon, ME  04250
 Summer Hours: Monday - Thurs.
 6:00 AM - 4:30 PM
 Winter Hours: Monday - Friday
 6:30 AM - 3:00 PM
Public Works Dir Ext 116
Foreman Ext 202
Mechanics Ext 204
Fax: (207) 353-3007
Sewer Department/Treatment Plant
300 Lisbon Street
Lisbon, ME  04250
 Summer Hours: Monday - Thurs.
 6:00 AM - 4:30 PM
 Winter Hours: Monday - Friday
 6:30 AM - 3:00 PM
Public Works Dir Ext 116
Admin. Assistant Ext 117
Billing Clerk Ext 107
Operations Mgr Ext 207
Transfer Station
14 Capital Avenue
Lisbon Falls, ME  04252
Sun. - Mon.  - Closed
Tues. - Wed. 7:30 AM - 4:00 PM
Thurs.  - Closed
Friday 7:30 Am - 4:00 PM
Saturday 7:00 AM - 3:00 PM
Public Works Dir Ext 116
Admin. Assistant Ext 117
Operations Mgr Ext 207
Library
28 Main Street
Lisbon Falls, ME  04252
Sunday closed
Monday 8:30 AM - 12 noon
Tuesday 8:30 AM - 7:00 PM
Wed.-Fri. 8:30 AM - 5:00 PM
Saturday 8:30 AM - 2:00 PM
Front Counter Ext 500
Front Desk Ext 501
Library Director Ext 502
Children’s Librarian Ext
503
Parks & Recreation Department
18 School Street
Lisbon Falls, ME  0252
MTM Center, Monday - Friday
8:30 AM - 4:30 PM
37 Cotton Rd., Monday - Sunday
7:00 AM - Sunset
Park/Rec Director Ext 401
Admin Assistant Ext 402
Assistant Director Ext 403
Senior Programs Ext 404
Fax: (207) 353-2749
Water Department
639 Lisbon Street
Lisbon Falls, ME  04252
Monday - Friday
8:00 AM - 4:00 PM Phone: (207) 353-3020
Department Telephone Directory
Please dial 353-3000 and Press 1 for Municipal Offices (includes Vehicle Registration, Assessing,
Taxes, Codes, Town Clerk & Elections, General Assistance, Town Manager, Finance, and Economic
Development), 2 for Public Works (includes Transfer Station, Sewer , and Treatment Plant), 3 for
Public Safety (includes Fire, Police, and EMS), 4 for Parks and Recreation, and 5 for the Library.
If you know your party’s extension, you can dial the extension at any time.  See extensions listed
below for your convenience.  Other department phone numbers are listed here as well.
4TOWN COUNCIL
1st & 3rd Tuesday of the Month
Town Office -7:00 PM
Christopher Brunelle, Vice Chair 2019
Kris Crawford 2019
Mark Lunt 2019
Dale James Crafts 2017
Normand Albert 2018
Kasie Kolbe 2018
Allen Ward, Chair 2018
SCHOOL COMMITTEE
2nd & 4th Monday of the Month
Town Office—7:00 PM
Traci Austin, Chair 2019
Paula Jefferies               2019
Gina Mason 2017
Pete Herbert Reed 2018
Kathi Yergin, Vice Chair 2018
ASSESSMENT REVIEW BOARD
Town Office—7:00 PM (as needed)
Clyde Cavender, Chair 2019
Marie Hale 2019
Richard Long (deceased) 2017
Miriam Morgan-Alexander 2018
Donald Fellows 2018
BOARD OF APPEALS
3rd Monday of the Month (as needed)
Town Office—7:00 PM
Shaun Carr 2019
Miriam Morgan-Alexander, Chair 2019
Chris Rugullies 2019
Jesse Zach (appointed Dec 2017)   2017
Vacant 2017
Bruce Marshall 2018
Lisa Ward 2018
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
2nd Tuesday of the Month
Beaver Park—7:30 PM
Vacant         2020
Vacant         2020
Patricia Suthers       2018
Richard Nadeau       2018
Carroll Curtis       2018
Annica McGuirk       2019
Richard Main       2019
ETHICS PANEL
Town Office—7:00 PM (as needed)
Deborah Danuski (School Appointed) 2019
David Bowie, Chair (Council Appointed) 2017
Vacant, Alt (Council Appointed) 2017
Lorraine Wight, Alt. (School Appointed) 2018
Vacant (Council Appointed) 2018
LIBRARY GOVERNING BOARD
1st Wednesday of the Month
Library—6:30 PM
Richard Golden, Chair 2019
Jo-Jean Keller 2019
Hillary Kuhl 2017
Sally Lunt 2018
Claire Paquette 2018
MTM CENTER BOARD OF DIRECTORS
2nd Tuesday of the Month
MTM Center—9:00 AM
Aline Strout Gordon Curtis
Kenneth Wells Marty Roop
PLANNING BOARD
2nd & 4th Thursdays of the Month
Town Office -7:00 PM
Donald Fellows 2019
Curtis Lunt, Vice Chair 2019
Daniel Leeman, Assoc 2019
Daniel Nezol 2017
Scott Hall 2018
James Lemieux, Assoc 2018
Karen Paradis, Chair  2018
RECREATION COMMITTEE
1st Monday of the Month
MTM Center  - 7:00 PM
Heather Duley 2019
William Kuhl 2019
Katelyn Syphers 2019
Carroll Curtis, Alt. 2017
Vacant 2017
Zach Schmoll 2017
Tim Carville, Chair 2018
Vacant, Alt. 2018
Vacant 2018
VOTER REGISTRATION
 APPEALS BOARD
Town Office—7:00 PM (as needed)
Kevin Kimball, Dem. Garrett Mason, Rep.
Vacant, Dem. Alt. Vacant, Rep. Alt.
Vacant, Chair
WATER COMMISSION
2nd Monday of the Month
Water Department—5:30 PM
William Bauer, Chair (Deceased) 2019
James Lemieux (Appointed Feb 2017) 2019
Kenneth Wells 2017
Marie Hale 2018
Boards & Committees
5359 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
Phone: (202) 224-5344
Augusta Office: (207) 622-8292
4 Gabriel Drive, Suite 3
Augusta, ME  04330
426 Canon House Office Building
Washington, DC  20515
Phone: (202) 225-6306
Lewiston Office: (207) 784-0768
179 Lisbon Street
Lewiston, Maine 04240
PO Box 395
Lisbon Falls, ME  04252
Phone:  (207) 577-1521
Email: garrettpaulmason@gmail.com
When the Legislature is in session, you can
leave a message for Senator Mason by
calling the State Senate message phone
at 1-800-423-6900 or by calling the office
at (207) 287-1505.
Year-round toll free message center:
1-800-423-2900 or TTY Line (207) 287-4469
312 Ridge Road
Lisbon, ME  04250
Residence: (207) 353-9086
Clerk’s Office: (207) 287-1400
State House Message Phone: (800) 423-2900
Email: Richard.Mason@legislature.maine.gov
Senate & House Directory
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Town of Lisbon
300 Lisbon St.
Lisbon, ME 04250
Fellow Mainers,
It is a true honor to serve on behalf of the honest and hardworking men and women of our Great State. As
your Representative, I am proud that, by working with everyone – Republicans, Democrats, and Independents
– we were able to achieve some major victories for Maine in 2017.
Creating and protecting jobs has been and remains one of my top priorities in Congress, and this year we had
some big successes. Continuing our work from last Congress, I joined forces with Senators Collins and King to
fight to ensure the Department of Defense uses American tax dollars to purchase American made products,
like the shoes made by the nearly 900 hardworking Mainers at New Balance. Too often in the past, our foreign
competitors made these shoes for our troops, but we won the fight this year and now those shoes can be
made in the Pine Tree State. This is a huge victory for the 900 hardworking Mainers at New Balance in
Skowhegan, Norway, and Norridgewock.
In addition, the House of Representatives voted 418 – 1 to pass my bill to help business development and job
creation in Old Town, and the House Natural Resources Committee voted unanimously in favor of my bill to
help worm and clam harvesters settle boundary disputes with Acadia National Park. These are two more big
wins for job creation in Maine, and I will not let up one inch until they become law.
Thankfully, this year we stopped the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) in its tracks and fought against other unfair
trade deals. I testified before the International Trade Commission (ITC) on behalf of Colombia Forest Products
in Aroostook County when illegal Chinese products were hurting their business and threatening its 161
workers. I was thrilled the ITC ruled in favor of Mainers and against illegal Chinese manufacturers. Mainers are
the hardest working people in the world and we can compete and win against anyone, but the rules must be
fair.
As a new member of the House Veterans Affairs Committee, I created a Veterans Advisory Panel comprised of
Maine Veterans from all corners of our Great State. This panel gives Maine Veterans a direct seat at the table
and a voice in Washington, D.C. Together, we worked to address malpractice at Togus, resolved numerous late
payments from the Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) to several rural Maine hospitals, and settled dozens of
Maine Veteran’s disability claims at the VA.
Unacceptably, this past year multiple members of Congress committed sexual harassment in the workplace.
This is reprehensible behavior and should not be tolerated anywhere. As the lead Republican, I joined
Democrats and Republicans to pass a resolution that significantly changes outdated sexual harassment
procedures in the House of Representatives. Employees should always feel safe and comfortable in their own
workplace, and it is past time Congress resolves this issue.
Lastly, I am extremely proud of the services that our Congressional office has been able to provide to help
hundreds of Mainers in the past two years. Whether it is a helping a Veteran navigate the bureaucracy at the
8
VA, assisting an elderly Mainer with Medicare issues, or advising a Mainer with a case at the IRS, my office is
always available to help. I encourage anyone who is experiencing problems with a government agency,
including our Veterans when dealing with the VA, to contact one of my Congressional offices in Maine—Bangor
(942-0583), Lewiston (784-0768), Caribou (492-1600)—or visit my website at Poliquin.House.Gov.
We have made great progress, but our work is far from over. The Great State of Maine and our Nation face
many critical challenges. Please know that I am working hard, every day, to serve you and that I will continue
to work here at home and in Washington D.C. for our families, Veterans, elderly Mainers, local small
businesses and communities. It is an honor to represent you and our fellow Mainers in Congress.
Best wishes,
Bruce Poliquin
Maine’s 2nd District Congressman
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(R-Lisbon)
312 Ridge Road, Lisbon Falls, ME 04252
(207) 353-9086
Richard.Mason@legislature.maine.gov
District 56 - Lisbon
Inland Fisheries and Wildlife; Bills in the Second Reading
130
Republican
Lisbon
Business Owner
Widowed
Gina (Wife), 2 Children
House: 128th
House of Representatives
2 State House Station
Augusta, Maine 04333-0002
(207) 287-1400
1-800-423-2900
Please include this information in your municipal annual report to aid residents in
contacting their State Representative. Thank you. Robert B. Hunt, Clerk of the House
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Spirit of America Award
Presented to The Lisbon Development Committee
The Lisbon Development Committee (LDC) received the 2017 Spirit of America Award for commendable
community service bringing forth design plans and securing sizable grants to revitalize the town.  The Council
adopted the following resolution on February 21, 2017:
 in 2014 the Town Council appointed members of the Rt. 196 Corridor Master Plan to continue
their work as a sub-committee; and
 the goal was to reach out to individual business/property owners, stakeholders, community groups,
and residents to build awareness of the vision, and look for opportunities to build new partnerships and
implement elements of the plan; and
the committee would select and implement projects that would give the Route 196 planning effort
visibility; and
 the Rt. 196 Master Plan Sub-Committee, now known as LDC was instrumental in the following
projects:  adoption of Design Standards, adoption of the Downtown Plan, Community Development Block
Grant Awards – Façade Program ($150,000) and Downtown Revitalization Program ($320,000), Downtown
TIF, trail extension along Davis Street; and
 the Rt. 196 Master Plan Sub-Committee, now known as LDC’s vision and commitment to the
implementation of the adopted Rt. 196 Master Plan, Design Standards and Downtown Plan will continue to
benefit the Town of Lisbon and all; and
by the Town Council of the Town of Lisbon that the Rt. 196 Master
Plan Sub-Committee, now known as LDC is hereby recognized for their admirable achievements and honors
that this committee has instilled upon this community with the 2017 Lisbon Spirit of America Foundation
Tribute; and
 that a copy of this resolution be framed and presented to the Rt. 196
Master Plan Sub-Committee for appropriate display.
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Allen Ward, Chairman, District 2
Term expires 2018
Lisbon Falls, ME  04252
  Christopher Brunelle, At Large
  Term expires 2019
   Lisbon, ME  04250
Normand Albert, At Large
Term expires 2018
Lisbon Falls, ME  04252
  Kasie Kolbe, District 1
  Term expires 2018
  Lisbon Falls, ME  04252
Mark Lunt, District 1
Term Expires 2019
Lisbon, ME  04250
  Kris Crawford, District 2
  Term expires 2019
  Lisbon Falls, ME  04252
Dale Crafts, At Large
Term expires 2017
Lisbon Falls, ME  04252
Council Directory
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Town Council
During the 2016-2017 session the Town Council made much progress on our list of goals we set for ourselves the coming year
as well as addressed the items listed below.
● Secured $1.5mil in funding for the voter approved repair and paving of Bowdoinham Rd, Gould Rd, & Summer Street
through Maine Municipal Bond Bank and awarded contracts for the work to be done.
In addition, the Council allocated $425,000 in funds for paving on Warren Circle, Hudon Rd, Nason, Whitney, Madelyn,
Prince, Brook St, and Keay Rd with the 2017-2018 budget.
Authorized paving a portion of Capital Avenue and the Transfer Station  roadways with 2017 funding, and used MDOT
favorable pricing to pave Canal and Main Street to avoid another spring pothole season in that area.
●  Council held several workshops and budget meetings including one meeting with Department Heads to improve
communication with departments and to listen to their needs.  These meetings resulted in a budget and an improved
5 year capital improvement plan that best addresses all departmental needs.
●  Revised the town’s Fund Balance Policy, to maintain an unassigned GF fund balance of no less than 12% and no more
than 16% of the current fiscal year’s budget  (Gross Town operating budget, including Town’s share of School Budget,
County’s operating budget, and debt service).
This policy will enable the Town to achieve its goal of an appropriate level of undesignated fund balance.  Excess funds
may be utilized for other municipal purposes, including additional capital improvement needs, tax rate stabilization, or
reduction purposes.
As part of the 2017-2018 budget Council authorized the following fund balance allocations to reduce the tax rate.
    Computer Server Upgrade      $  50,000
    Generator Pad & Infrastructure     $  20,000
    Natural Gas Conversion (Lisbon Falls Fire/Library $  23,704
    High Density Storage (Town Clerks Office)   $  30,000
    Radio Equipment Upgrades (Police)    $  40,000
    Police Cruiser         $  35,000
    Fire Department Capital (Truck)     $  75,000
    ET Smith Hose Company Floor     $  25,000
    Public Works (2) Trucks       $300,000
    Recreation Playground $  20,000
                $618,704
● Council privatized sidewalk snow plowing as part of this year’s budget by awarding a 5 year contract.
● Presented and got voter approval for a $9mil Grant and funding package through the USDA RD for much needed
sewer system, pumping stations, and treatment plant improvements. The projects will include upgrades to sanitary
sewer lines on St. Ann Street, Webster Road, Upland Road, Park Street, Ferry Street, Osborn/Nason Street, Andrea
Street, Main Street and vicinity, upgrades to the Davis Street and possibly Brook Street pump stations, and upgrades
at the existing wastewater treatment plant. The scope will be refined to accomplish as much work as possible to
improve the wastewater system within the funding available.
The specifics of the funding include a grant of $2.5mil and 2.625% interest on $6.5mil balance financed through sewer
rates.
● The Council awarded a contract for the Route 196 Downtown Infrastructure project funded by the $370,000 CDBG
Downtown Revitalization Grant. The project is scheduled to begin in the spring of 2018.  Council nominated the LDC
to receive the Spirit of America Award for their work on this project.
● Modified the terms of the Kelly Park TIF & Credit Enhancement Agreements to allocate $1.1 in funds for public
improvements in infrastructure.
● Approved $124,000 in CDBG Facade grant applications to Seven businesses investing in excess of $374,000 locally for
their business as well as first hand a revitalization of downtown Lisbon Falls in this past year.
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Town Council Continued
In addition to the above, the Town Council would like to thank the following business for their combined investment in our
Town for their new, relocated, or expanded businesses.  If I have forgotten anyone, I apologize but appreciate everyone who
has come forward in the past year to be a part of something pretty cool to see and be proud of locally.
A&C Transport       Atlas Chiropractic    Chris’ House
Bill Stevens Auto Sales & Body Shop  Dingley Press     Domino’s Pizza
Frank’s Place        Haggerty Realty    Glidden Tax and Accounting
Gentlemen’s Quarters Barbershop    Joe Kennedy Tile & Stone  Kieran Transport
Lisbon Local Business Listings    Legendary Status    Maine Family Legal
Norther Chi Martial Arts     O’Brien Property Services  Oh My Stars! Painted Sign
Rogers Insurance       Rusty’s Lantern    Serenity Beauty & Spa
Sippy Cup Consignment      Smiley’s Ice Cream   Springworks Farm
Summer Street Childcare     Verizon IM Wireless
● The Council recommitted to local dispatching after conducting an exhaustive combined discussion of all stakeholder
workshop and public hearing process.
● The Council is presently weighing all options related to the services of Lisbon Emergency since being made aware of their
unexpected operational pressures this past July.  Through the workshop and sub-committee processes we continue to work
with all stakeholders on a solution on how best to deliver these services to Lisbon in the future in their timeframe to meet
their needed deadline for a commitment from the Town.  Granting their funding request, outsourcing, or combining with
Lisbon Fire all being explored at present.
● Town Council worked with Positive Change Lisbon and the Recreation department on the fund raising for and construction
of the Mitchell Joseph Breton-Tuplin playground at MTM.
● Established the Lisbon Community Garden Ad-hoc Committee.  The Lisbon Community Garden is focused on education
and food production.
● Council ordered a moratorium on retail marijuana establishments, retail marijuana stores, and retail marijuana social clubs
until the State figures out the logistics of the new law.
● Council approved a new website by Virtual Towns & Schools.
● Council accepted $20,000 worth of various Police equipment or Homeland security grants.
● Council approved an ATV ordinance allowing the operation of ATV's on designated roadways in the Town of Lisbon.
● Council changed Town office hours back to 8:30am-4:30pm Mon-Fri as well as made changes added new Library hours until
Noon on Mondays.
● Council updated our Disaster Recovery plan with the assistance of our EMA Director.
● Council is currently working with the Planning Board with the update of the Comprehensive Plan.
● Council Good News and Recognition-Council recognized the following over this session:
2017 Unified Basketball State Champions
Lisbon High School Cheerleaders- State Champions
Lisbon High School Baseball-Class C Southern Regional Champions
LJAL-U12 Cal Ripkin State Champions
Twila Lycette, Clerk -Ethelyn Stuart Marthia Award
Eugene D. Dackmine-100 Years Proclamation
● During this calendar year, Lisbon suffered the loss of
William Bauer, Water Commissioner
Frank Anicetti, Business Leader & Mr. Moxie local celebrity
Gina Mason, Legislator, School Committee member, former Town Councilor, and Moxie Committee volunteer.
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To the Lisbon Town Council and the Citizens of Lisbon
It is with great pleasure that I present to you the Annual Report for the Town of Lisbon, Fiscal Year
ending June 30, 2017.  The purpose of the Annual Report is to inform the citizens of Lisbon on the
financial condition of the town and to report noteworthy  highlights from each of the Town’s Depart-
ments for FY 2017.
The financial position of the Town of Lisbon remained strong during FY 17.  Economic improvement is
expected to continue into the second half of 2017 as retail, housing, and public revenue sectors show
signs of growth. Stability in real estate and personal property tax, and excise taxes are expected to
continue. Lisbon's unassigned fund balance increased over last year.  Now that we have improved our
unassigned fund balance level, we have updated our existing fund balance policy, and we were able to
designate a portion of the balance to fund some of our capital needs.
 outlines management's responsibility and representations for the content of the
report; a profile of the Town and the services of the Municipal Government; our Budgetary Controls
and recommendations for improvement; external factors and demographic influences that have bearing
on our financial position; and initiatives and accomplishments.
 is the Finance Director's analysis of the Town's financial
activities based on currently known facts, decisions, or conditions. MD&A includes comparisons of the
current year to the prior year based on the government-wide information. It provides an analysis of the
government’s overall financial position and results of operations to assist users in assessing whether the
Town's financial position has improved or deteriorated as a result of the year’s activities. In addition, it
provides an analysis of significant changes that occur in funds and significant budget variances. It also
describes capital asset and long-term debt activity during the year. MD&A concludes with a description
of currently known facts, decisions, or conditions that are expected to have a significant effect on
financial position or results of operations in the succeeding year.
 provides information on financial trends, information on revenue capacity, debt
capacity, demographic and economic information, and various operating stats.
All our Department Heads  continue to do an excellent job.  I would also like to commend the Staff for
their hard work and dedication to this community.  We have been able to maintain the service level
with fewer people, work on our infrastructure, equipment replacement and continue to find ways to
provide quality services.
The Town of Lisbon’s overall economic outlook continues to improve especially in the downtown area
with new businesses filling vacancies as well as business renovations.  The village area continues the
need of new development to help boost that end of town.  Lisbon continues to make strides through
its vision of the Rt. 196 and Downtown Master Plans with the help of a $200,000 EPA Brownfields
Assessment Grant, $150,000 Community Development Block Grant for a Business Facade Grant
Program and a $320,000 Community Development Block Grant for Downtown Revitalization.
Town Manager
Diane Barnes
Lisbon is also seeing new development in housing with sub-division units as well as a new 4 12 unit
apartment complex (48 units) and 33 new home lots, which began construction during the spring of 2017.
The school department and the municipal government continue to work collaboratively together to
develop firm partnerships.  All of our municipal departments remain busy especially public works, police
and fire.  Our recreation programs continue to thrive and the MTM Community Center continues to grow
and stay busy.  Our Seniors have numerous programs throughout the month and continues to take great
trips. The athletic programs grow as does the fitness center.
I would like to thank all of the Town Councilors, municipal staff and volunteers for their continued hard
work.  The town of Lisbon is fortunate to have such a great working team of individuals committed to
working hard for our citizens and community.  We will all continue to provide the best level of service at
the lowest cost.
Town Manager Continued
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Kennebec Fruit Company and the Diary Maid Receiving Awards
For their Community Service as business owners retiring in Lisbon
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Assessing Department
Kathy Malloy, Assessor
It is the assessor’s job to equitably apply Maine tax laws to all property in the Town of Lisbon. The assessor
is responsible for discovering, listing, and valuing all taxable property including both real and personal
property.   This is accomplished through the maintenance of property record cards, deed transfers, tax maps
and keeping track of individuals and property eligible for exemption.
Almost all of the records in the assessing office are available to the public, including the tax commitment book,
tax maps, property record cards, and real estate transfer declarations.
Lisbon’s tax year is a fiscal year that runs from July 1st thru June 30th; assessments for that year are fixed on
April 1st as per State statute.
These programs allow for the land assessment to be based on its current use rather than its potential fair
market value.  These programs include Tree Growth, Farm Land and Open Space classifications.
Lisbon has the following acreage enrolled in these programs:
These are properties that are classified exempt under
Title 36, M.R.S.A. Sections 651, 652,653, 654, 656
The exemptions include property owned by the State, Town, Charitable and Benevolent Organizations,
Houses of Religious Worship and Parsonages.  Also included are the values of the veteran and blind exemptions.
-This program provides a measure of property tax relief for certain individuals that
have owned homestead property in Maine for at least twelve months and make the property they occupy on
April first their permanent residence.
Real Estate $485868100
Personal Property $37390700
Total Value $523258800
Tree Growth 3,242 $1039015
Farm Land 499 $174274
Open Space 677 $191290
Total Value $38971300
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Assessing Department Continued
Board of Appeals
The Zoning Board of Appeals hears requests for variances, interprets zoning regulations and also hears
administrative appeals to decisions made by the Code Enforcement Officer.  Maine law requires that every
zoning ordinance provide for an appeal process by which individuals may challenge the administrator's
decisions or ask for relief from the standards of the ordinance (Title 30-A § 4353). The ordinance must
describe this process. For example, what decisions are appealable, with whom an appeal should be filed and
within what time frame?
Board of Appeals members are appointed by the Town Council for a 3-year staggered term. The Board meets
on the 3rd Monday of each month unless otherwise posted. Applications are due 10 days prior to the
scheduled meeting. During the Calendar year 2017 the Appeals did not have any Variance requests:
Questions should be directed to the Code Enforcement Officer at 353-3000 ext. 111 or at www.lisbonme.org
/ Code Enforcement.
If interested in becoming a member of the Board of Appeals please contact the Administrative Assistant at
353-3000 Ext. 102.
Veteran and Widow of Veteran may qualify if-  A veteran who served during a recognized
war period and is 62 years or older; or, is receiving 100% disability as a Veteran; or, became 100% disabled
while serving, or received an Armed Forces Expeditionary Medal.
Blind Exemption An individual who is blind can apply for a $4,000 in valuation exemption from taxation.
Maine Residents also have the benefit of another tax relief program that is administered by Maine Revenue
Services Income Tax Division.  This is the and is based on income.    To apply for
the credit you must file a state income tax return.   You may contact the MRS Income Tax Division for more
information at 626-8475 or 624-7894 to request a form.
Personal Property Taxes are levied against furniture, fixtures, machinery and equipment of business property
owners. The tax rate is the same rate as applied to taxable real estate.
There are two programs that offer relief with personal property taxes.
The first one is  )  administered by the State, and  is
available to any business taxpayer placing eligible personal property into service after April 1, 1995.
The second program ( )  is an exemption for qualifying equipment that
is placed in service on or after April 1, 2008.
For applications or more information regarding any of these programs please see our web site @lisbonme.org or stop by the
office.  Maine Revenue Services web site is also a great source of information  @
http://www.maine.gov/revenue/forms/property/appsformspubs.htm.
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The Town Clerk’s office had another busy year.  We conducted the Annual Municipal and November State Referen-
dum Election along with the School Budget Validation Election in June.  We produced lots of Council Meeting and
Planning Board Minutes.  We, also, produced Appeals Board and Assessment Review Board Meeting Minutes as
needed.  We issued business licenses, marriage licenses, and certified vital records.  We sent State Dog and Vital
Record Reports to Augusta, along with that revenue.  We offer on-line Dog registrations.  You will find online our
local ordinances, Charter, Council Meeting Minutes., videos, agendas, and attachments.  During the year the Town
Council took the following actions:
● Adopted Amendments to the Policy Regarding Town-Owned Property
● Rezoned from Commercial to Village & added maps for Route 196 & Village area
● Set due date for taxes & interest rate
● Adopted the Tax Club Policy
● Adopted a Yard Sale Ordinance dealing with continuous yard sales and used merchandise sales
● Amended Personnel Policy
● Adopted the Outdoor shooting range ordinance
● Voter’s approved Charter Amendment regarding municipal & school capital requests
● Voter’s approved Charter Amendment regarding when CIP is due from Planning Board
● Council voted to set November 15, 2016 as the date effective for Charter Amendment passed
● Council established the Lisbon Development Committee
● Adopted changes to the GA Appendixes A-F
● Amended the Fee Schedule
● Adopted the Fund Balance Policy
● Adopted Marijuana Moratorium Ordinance - Retail Establishments/Social Clubs
● Approved the Amended & Restated Municipal TIF District & Development Program for Kelly Park
● Approved Amended Credit Enhancement Agreement for Scott Kelly
● Adopted Street Acceptance Standards - Chapter 46
● Amended Personnel Policy adding Use of Town Vehicles
The School Budget Validation Referendum Election, was held on June 13, 2017 ballots were cast by 377 voters with
213 voters passing the School Budget totaling $15,707,946.  The Council adopted the 2016-2017 Municipal budget
on June 27, 2017 for $8,812,169 with $3,072,998 in estimated revenue.
Clerk & Elections
Twila Lycette, Town Clerk & Registrar of Voters
Lisbon Registered Voter Chart
Date     Democrat  Green Libertarian Republican  Un-enrolled  Total
June 14, 2016   1,714   215     1,810   2,706   6,445
November  7, 2017  1,668   221   39  1,897   2,794   6,619
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The Code Enforcement Office administers laws relating to land use, such as building codes, zoning ordinances and
the Maine Plumbing rules.
A major function of the Code Enforcement Office is to provide information to the public and to assist property
owners in making prudent land use decisions. The office receives many requests per day for information on
subjects ranging from routine zoning and building matters to issues involving State and Federal laws.
The office has a fairly extensive collection of reference materials and can provide answers to some fairly
complicated questions.
All construction within the boundaries of the Town of Lisbon requires a permit(s). Applicants may contact the
Town of Lisbon Code Enforcement Office at 353-3000 Ext. 111 for any questions they may have. The Code
Enforcement Office may also be contacted on the Internet at www.lisbonme.org. Go to Code Enforcement.
Building Permits 132 $28,000
Plumbing Permits 151 $10,540
Town Share $7,905
Electrical Permits 138 $8,378
Miscellaneous Permits 98 $15
* Electrical inspector receives 100% of the electrical permit fees.
*State of Maine receives 25% of the plumbing permit fees.
Code Enforcement
Dennis Douglass, CEO
Health Officer:  The Town of Lisbon has a local ordinance referencing the State of Maine requirements for res-
taurant inspections and administration rules. The State of Maine Food Code and the Administration & Enforce-
ment of Establishments Licensed by the Health Inspection Program can be found at
http://www.maine.gov/dhhs/mecdc/environmental-health/el/
Between July 1, 2016 and June 30, 2017 the Health Officer conducted inspections in town for the restaurants,
takeouts, mobile units, and lodging establishments. The State of Maine Health Inspection Program inspects the
establishments every two to five years. The Establishments who hold a State of Maine Health Inspection Program
food service license have at least one Certified Food Protection Manager in their establishment. During the Moxie
Festival weekend inspections were completed for mobile units. The Health Officer also responds to non-food
service health complaints.
Jamie Paul, is the Western Maine Public Health
Liaison and Jamie can be reached by phone at 795-4302 or e-mail at Jamie.L.Paul@maine.gov.
www.mainepublichealth.gov
www.maine.gov/dhs/boh
Calendar Year 2017 Building Permit Breakdown
New Residential Homes 22
Mobile Homes 24
Residential Remodel 17
Residential Garages 14
 Accessory Structures 18
 Commercial 11
 Other 26
Dennis Douglass, Health Officer
Health Officer
The following is a summary of the primary activities of the town’s Economic and Community Development
department during the period of July 1, 2016 to June 30, 2017.
honored our military, first responders and veterans
with the theme “Moxie Salutes the Red, What & Blue.  The committee had a difficult
time deciding on a theme so we merged two themes into one and had two winners.
The announcement was made November 11, 2016, Veterans Day during a live video
via facebook.  Theme winners were Dawn Hartill of Lewiston and Hilary Emery of
Millinocket.  T Kasey Hildebrandt from West
Durham is a Graphic Designer.
The festival opened on Friday, July 7, 2017 – Sunday, July 9.  The 2017 festival included
Friday night Fireworks and Block Party; a Saturday parade was the largest of the
history of the festival with SGG Travis Mills as the Grand Marshall along with retired
Chief David Brooks and retired Lieutenant Dan Michel,  Moxie historic vehicles,  Moxie Day 5K Race,
Chug-n-Challenge, Moxie Whoopie Pie Eating Contest, Moxie Got Talent, Vendors with Moxie and Maine-
made items, Petting Zoo, Moxie Concert in the Park; and on Sunday, the Moxie Car Show, and much more!
Economic & Community Development
Tracey Steuber, Director
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Each year the committee tries to bring in new additions to the festival and would welcome ideas from you.  If
you would like more information about the festival, please visit us at www.moxiefestival.com or like us on
facebook.
The committee is also seeking volunteers to assist festival weekend.  The 2018 Moxie Festival is scheduled for
July 13-15.
  The ECD Office continues to do businesses
visitations throughout the year.
 July 11th was a busy day with the
opening of the new Durham-Lisbon Bridge with Mr. Walter Parker
who was the first person to drive across the old bridge as well as to be
the first person across the new bridge and last one across the old
bridge before the closure.  The ceremony was well attended with
representation from both sides of the river along with the DOT Com-
missioner.
  The Town of Lisbon was very successful in receiving not
one but two CDBG Grants.  The first one was a $150,000 Façade Grant and the first project to bring back
some life and energy to downtown was the former Kennebec Fruit, which is now known as Frank’s Restaurant
& Pub and Legendary Status.  The building was purchased by Traci & Tony Austin, which they will operate two
different businesses.  Frank’s is a pub restaurant and Legendary Status an embroidery shop.  Both Frank’s and
Legendary Status received $20,000 each from the facade grant program.
Economic & Community Development
Next on the list for facelifts was Haggerty Realty at 25 Main Street, 5 Main Street, and 9-13 Union Street.
The town was also successful in receiving a $320,000 CDBG Downtown Revitalization Grant.  The focus on
this grant was the Falls area with new sidewalks, crosswalks, lights, and a trail connection on Davis Street.
This project was put on hold as a new development of the Miller Block came before this office, which was
slated in the same area.  The ECD Office worked closely with the developer to make sure both projects
would fit in the scheme of the Falls Streetscape project.  This project is now slated for spring of 2018.
In August, Lisbon was awarded a $200,000 Brownfields grant by the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). The intent of this initiative is to conduct Brownfields assess-
ments (Phase I & Phase II) for sites potentially contaminated by hazardous substances.
The next steps for the implementation of the Brownfields Assessment will be to contract a qualified
environmental professional (QEP) firm for consulting services.  These services as well as all other Brown-
fields activities will be paid for through the grant with no funds from the town.
The grant will be in effect through September 2019. The QEP will work under the direction of Town’s
Economic & Community Development Director and will work in collaboration with other Town representa-
tives, the Town of Lisbon’s Brownfields Steering Committee, the Maine Department of Environmental
Protection (MEDEP) and property owners and developers. The EPA and MEDEP will be reviewing and
receiving reports on program activity throughout the lifetime of the grant.
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Moxie Festival Booth at the Chamber Breakfast
Smiley’s Ice Cream
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To the residents of the Town of Lisbon
 The Lisbon Fire Department continues to serve the
citizens with a well-respected group of individuals who
work to provide the town with a quality professional fire
service. We continue to average over 300 calls per year
providing services that range from vehicle extrication,
swift water and ice rescue, hazardous material incidents,
Emergency Medical Responses as well as fire responses.
The department has grown from a fire department to an
all hazards department which means that your volunteer
firefighters must maintain a higher and more complex level
of training to safely accomplish these tasks. Due to the
training standards and time commitments to maintain
these skills the members must put in many more hours of
training than ever before. Those individuals are people
that we should thank for their services, as they spend
countless hours away from home and family to give their
time to be prepared for those emergencies in the commu-
nity when its citizens are having some of their worse days.
This past year we had 2484 man hours in calls alone, this
does not include trainings, events, and meetings.
● 23-Fire/ Explosion – Includes all fires (7 Structure
fires) and fireworks that caused injury
● 55-Rescue Calls – Includes all Lisbon Emergency
assist calls and all motor vehicle crashes
● 38-First Responder calls – All calls we provide
medical service until an ambulance from out of
town arrives to transport (any call where Lisbon
Emergency may not be available due to other
calls)
● 45-Hazardous condition – Includes all Hazmat
spills and leaks, actual Carbon Monoxide inci-
dents and power line calls
● 81-Service calls – Includes mutual aid calls, Assist
Police or other agencies, assist invalids and peo-
ple in distress, flooded basements, animal prob-
lems, smoke/odor removal and unauthorized
burning
● 30-Good intent calls – Cancelled in route calls,
smoke scares and other good intent calls
● 40-False Calls – Fire and Carbon Monoxide
alarms caused by system malfunctions or uninten-
tional activation and accidental sprinkler activa-
tion
● 01-Severe Weather/Natural Disaster
● 01-Citizen Complaint/Special Incident
314 total incidents
Fire Department
Robert Robitaille, Deputy Fire Chief & Nate LeClair, Deputy Fire Chief
Fire Department Continued
 We had two members complete the Firefighter
I&II program which consists of over 235 classroom
and hands on training hours not including book
work/homework hours. The department sponsored
a swift water rescue technician class in which we had
10 members complete the 20 hour class. These
trainings are in addition to the 1000 plus man-hours
of regular and specialized trainings throughout the
year attended by the members
 In this fiscal year we continue to maintain a very
active fire prevention/education program. We have 3
– 5 members visit each class at the elementary school
throughout fire prevention week teaching the stu-
dents about different levels of fire prevention and fire
safety. We also have annual static displays in October
at Aubuchon Hardware and Friday night during Mox-
ie days. We gave an Ice rescue demonstration during
the Winter carnival at Beaver Park and we provided
cookies, hot chocolate and a warming fire in front of
the Lisbon Falls Company station during A Very Mer-
ry Main Street.
 At this years fire department banquet we recog-
nized the following members;
Firefighter of the year –
Josh Dubois & Fire Officer of the year – Lieutenant
Chad Pelletier
Fire fighter of the year –
Alex Theberge & Fire Officer of the year – Lieutenant
Tom Wrobel
Firefighter Josh Dubois
Captain Jim Beal, Lieutenant
Tom Wrobel and Firefighter Leo Hewes
 In addition to Calls and Training the membership
raises funds to support the programs that the fire
companies sponsor; two college scholarships at the
high school and some of the youth sports league
programs as well as giving funds to support other
area charitable programs. We continue to look for
people who may be interested in serving their com-
munity as part of this organization, as you can see we
do a lot more than just fight fires. If you’re interested
in becoming a part of our family you can contact any
of our members to learn more about what it involves
and how to apply. We look forward to meeting you.
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Our General Assistance program is available to help those eligible that meet their basic needs
during difficult financial times when they are unable to provide for themselves and their families.
General Assistance provides “a specific amount and type of aid” for defined needs during a limited
period of time and is not intended to be a continuing ‘grant-in-aid’ or ‘categorical’ welfare program
per Title 22 MRSA Section 4301(5).
With the exception of “first time” applicants, anyone applying for General Assistance must provide
proof of income and how the applicant spent the income for the prior 30 days.    Receipts for basic
necessities are considered allowed expenses.   If applicant is requesting a utility bill to be paid, the
bill must be in the applicant’s name.  If the applicant is unable to work, medical documentation
validating their work restrictions is a requirement.  Applicants are required to seek work if
physically able and/or to apply for assistance from any other program that may be available to them.
A determination of eligibility is made for a thirty-day period based on anticipated earnings.
This is a contracted position so you must call 353-3000 Extension 124 for General Assistance for
an appointment.  Most appointments are in the evenings.
The General Assistance office also assists with filling out tax and rent refunds, Medicaid Part D,
homestead exemptions, VA disability benefits, and other forms.  We also offer information on
many different programs, including low-cost housing, nursing care, and medical or dental treat-
ment.  We have updated information on most of the programs and resources available in our
community.
The General Assistance office assists Lisbon seniors with resource information, health insurance
counseling, completing applications and referrals.  We continue to hold free dinners on the first
Friday of each month at Woodside Apartments.  Past menus have included ham dinners, meatball
stroganoff, various casseroles and barbeques in the summer to name a few.   After dinner and
dessert we play BINGO; all seniors are welcome.
The Annual Thanksgiving Dinner was held in the Gymnasium at the Lisbon Falls Baptist Church.
We are able to serve a lovely Thanksgiving dinner on site as well as deliver meals to shut-ins.  Again,
this year it was a tremendous success thanks to the many volunteers who helped and local
residents who attended.
The annual Giving Tree Program assisted many families and over 225 children.  We could not have
sponsored this program without the generous donations from the local businesses, Lisbon citizens,
LACO, and our local churches.  We appreciated all the volunteer hours put into this project and
the joy that is given to the children is truly rewarding and makes this project such a meaningful
event.
General Assistance
Judy Hardy-Goddard, Director
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The Library Department made history on May 16, 2017 with the transition from the nine years with the
“stand alone” Mandarin Circulation System” to becoming a member of the Maine State Library supported
Maine Info Net Library System (MILS).  We became part of a growing consortium that has 14 libraries that
share information and borrow/lend materials to each other quickly and easily.
The Library began this journey to MILS several months before the May 2017 “kick off” date.  The staff worked
diligently to prepare the patron information data to issue new cards to all our patrons to ensure a smooth
transition.  We also began the huge task of changing our 10 digit barcodes to a necessary 14 digit barcode
system for all 39,000+ items in the collection.
The benefits to the Lisbon patrons were immediate.  Patrons can now browse and order items from the
statewide on-line catalog from their homes or places of work with the convenience of their personal
electronic devices.  The ordered items are delivered to the Lisbon Library in a timely manner and patrons
are notified of their ILL items.  Patrons are pleased to have the convenience and ease to borrow reading
materials, audio books, music CD’s and a large selection of adult and children’s DVD’s.  Lisbon patrons are
also pleased that our participation in the statewide MILS system ensures the Lisbon Library continues to
move forward with more efficient and timely library services.
The benefits to the library also played a role in the decision to participate in a consortium.  Because a variety
of materials are readily available to our patrons, we no longer have to purchase a series in a set of books that
sometimes can have 10-15 titles per set or DVD’s that may have multiple volumes as well.  MILS libraries
purchase accordingly and share titles to meet the needs of all patrons in the system.  That has had a positive
impact on our book & materials budget. Those funds have been re-directed to update the adult nonfiction
collection in many subjects that include medical, legal, DIY and other areas of interest to our patrons.  That
has also allowed us to fund adult programs. The Lisbon Library is proud to represent the Town of Lisbon in
a statewide consortium.  Our collection of materials is excellent and we are proud to share it with patrons
throughout the State of Maine.
Our children’s services continued to be a significant part of what our library provides to the Lisbon
community.  Our ever popular Summer Reading Program brought 138 enthusiastic readers to the library for
six weeks last summer.  We tried to convenience more families by adding an evening program as well. The
Children’s Services Librarian changed the way we recorded the books the children read in this 6 week
program. That was successful.  Parents and readers had requested that they keep track of the time spent
reading rather than the number of books read.  This proved to be beneficial to readers of all ages.  The
children became enthusiastic about the time they spent reading and were less concerned about the number
of books they felt they needed to read to complete the program.  We are proud of our Summer Reading
Program readers who read 943 hours in six weeks!  The library thanks the local businesses who generously
donated to the Summer Reading Program last year.  We continued to offer a variety of programs on Friday
afternoons throughout the school year.   875 children visited the library to enjoy the Lego’s program, crafts,
science and art programs.  Unfortunately, our pre-school Storytime program saw a decline last year.  More
of the pre-school aged children are now enrolled in the local school’s pre-k program while other 3-4 year
olds are attending private nursery schools.  The Children’s Services staff worked hard to reach more families
with younger children as well as private day care providers.  They developed a program that reflects the
needs and interests of the younger 18 months to 2 year olds.  The Children’s Services staff has adapted this
program to meet the needs of the younger children.  We continue to research program ideas for children of
all ages.
Library Department
Diane Nadeau, Librarian
We brought back adult programs that our community needs and expects.  Many Lisbon residents and visitors continued to
rely on the library’s public use computers.  4,577 sessions were clocked on those computers for a variety of tasks.  Social
media, job applications, federal and state forms and business needs are reasons for the steady use of the patron comput-
ers.  The library continued to offer home book delivery services for those who cannot get to the library.  We offered fax
and copy services as well as limited federal tax forms for Lisbon residents.
Our collection of bestsellers, audio books, children’s books, magazines and DVD’s reflect the needs and interests of pa-
trons of all ages.  We are mindful of their needs with all purchases.  Our DVD collection of adult and children’s movies
clocked more than 9,000 “checkouts” last fiscal year.  This verifies that this remained a popular and affordable service to
the Lisbon community.  Patrons enjoyed the selection of bestsellers and the new nonfiction titles that were added to the
collection last year.  Mrs. Medlen mended 128 books that kept them from being withdrawn due to bad condition and
saved the library approximately $1,713 in replacement costs.  The 1,237* Inter Library Loan (ILL) items includes the old
system and only 1 month of the new MILS System.  We have seen a tremendous increase in the number of ILL since the
transition to MILS and will be  excited to share those numbers with the community with next year’s report.
The library also re-introduced adult programs last fiscal year.  Lisbon citizens had asked the library to supplement MTM
Center and Lisbon Adult Ed programs.  We successfully hosted two evening programs that brought townspeople to the
library.  We hosted Maine author/retired Police Detective, Bruce Coffin, who read from his new mystery title.  We also
hosted a DIY/self improvement class with Jamie Downey Maxwell.  We will continue our efforts to bring quality, informa-
tive and fun programs to the Lisbon community next year.
Library Department Continued
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Adult Books 31,408
Adult DVD’S 6,087
Juvenile Books 15,834
Juvenile DVD’s 2,982
CD/Audio Books 2,689
Magazine Circ 2,643
E-Reader 1,624
Inter Lib.Loan Circ 1,237
Public Use Computers 4,577
New Patrons Added 399
Total Patron Count 3,631
Adult Room Count 24,637
Juvenile Rm. Count 8,562
Storytime Attendance 301
Other Child/Family Events 875
Summer Read Participants 138
Total Bks.Read in 6 weeks 943
Magazines & Newspaper 47
“Withdrawn” Materials 914
New Bks/Materials Added 2,017
Total Bks/Materials Count 40,930
Books “Mended”In House 128
Total value “Mended Bks” $1713
Our library building continued to serve the town well.  The new front façade
and new exterior light completed our efforts to complement the town’s ef-
forts to revive Main St. We reached out to the Main St. businesses throughout
the year to include them in some of our children’s outreach programs.   The
Children’s Garden was a fun and quiet space for families to meet and spend
time.  We will focus our efforts to add more interior shelving and patron spac-
es within our current space next fiscal year.  We want to host programs in our
building whenever possible and convenience Lisbon citizens who need space
for work, study or small group meetings.
The six member library staff worked hard to transition the library into the
MILS System to minimize the impact to the patrons.  The staff studied the
manual, were present for the two day Maine State Library sponsored training
sessions and all staff attended the first annual MILS Conference.  We are com-
mitted to moving the Lisbon Library forward in a statewide system that will
provide the citizens of Lisbon efficient and progressive library services.
The Library Governing Board and Library Department staff thank the citizens
of Lisbon for your support.  We look forward to providing you with all your
library services needs in the coming year.
Parks & Recreation Department
Mark Stevens, Director
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 Our Department continues to grow each year with numbers of participants and additional programs.  Each year, I report
our biggest trends and once again they are our senior programs, trips and before and after school recreation.   All new pro-
grams are covered by user fees.  Our volunteers and staff are our greatest assets.  Without each one of them, we would
not be able to deliver all the programs, activities and events to the people of Lisbon.
Many weeks of planning for the Moxie 5K and Car show had come to fruition on the sec-
ond Saturday/Sunday in July.   This year we had a total of 444 runners for the 5K with an
additional 100 kids participating in the kid’s Fun Run.    The Moxie Car Show was our
best attended since we revived the event 6 years ago.   We had over 300 cars and even
more spectators.   Our senior volunteers and many from the Lisbon High Class of 1982
make it a day of fun with friends and family raising funds to support our senior popula-
tion.
Summer Day Camps continue to be a popular choice for Lisbon families despite a slight increase in program fees.  In 2015
we peaked at 283 participants.  Last year we had a slight decrease to 263 and this year we bounced back up to 270 partici-
pants.
Playground construction took place during the first weekend of July.
We finished the community build playground in only a day and a half.
We had the help of 17 volunteers from local businesses and town mem-
bers to help put it all together safely.  This project was a great example
of what our community is and what it can do.   A BIG thanks to the Tup-
lin family, the Playground Committee members, the local businesses and
the Town Council for supporting this amazing project.   We raised
$55,000.00 in a few short months.
Our first National Night Out with the Lisbon PD was a big success.  Esti-
mates of 400 people came to the MTM Community Park to enjoy the
food and music by local band members the Skid Marks.  We cut the rib-
bon and dedicated the new Playground during this event that was held on August 1st.
Lisbon Recreation and Lisbon PD held our annual bike rodeo in July.  All kids from the community were invited to partici-
pate in all day activities and enjoy a lunch that was provided by the Summer Rec Staff.  We gave away 6 bikes to lucky raffle
winners.
On Thursday July 20th we hosted our first HOME Track and Field Track
Meet.  Several towns spent the day in Lisbon competing against each oth-
er. Over 100 families tented out watching their athletes compete.
We offered Movies in the park again this summer.  Star Wars was the
best attended attracting nearly 100 people.
The after school recreation program has been a need for hundreds of
families over the past several years.  This year we have had over 60 chil-
dren every day participating in arts and crafts, games, and reading programs provided by the Lisbon Library.  Our biggest
challenge is retaining our staff.
Our coed softball league wrapped up in August with the League championships held at Pinewoods ball fields.   Our Wom-
en’s fall fast pitch league and our new co-ed league started in September. This fast pitch league is one of the largest in the
state of Maine.
Parks & Recreation Department
Continued
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This past fall we had nearly 179 kids playing soccer and another 120 participated in
football.  Lisbon hosted the Central Maine Football League Jamboree for the second
time in 10 years that past fall.  We had 36 football teams and all their fans all partici-
pating in a day of football at the High School.
The Lisbon Community Gardens volunteers have been doing an amazing amount of
work last summer.  The crops are being harvested in September.  Last report is
that they collected over several hundred lbs. of vegetables and most were donated
to LACO food bank. These volunteers work hard to make the Lisbon Community
Gardens a growing asset of our town.  Thank You to our volunteers, especially to
Judy Arledge who committed countless of hours to the Community Gardens.
Our Green Thumb Gang had several new volun-
teers this year.  This group takes care of dozens
of mini parks around the town and is an impor-
tant benefit to everyone making Lisbon a more
beautiful town.  Cherie Garnett and the Green
Thumb Volunteers planted hundreds of tulip
bulbs this past fall that will be coming up in the
spring of 2017 all over town.
The Lisbon Girl Scout chapter held their annual overnight camping experience at Beaver
Park in September.  30 girls along with their leaders used several camp sites Saturday into Sunday.  They walked the trails and
helped with some clean up while they were in the park.
Our senior’s trip included Fenway Park and Alaska during the month of July.   On July 20th we took a bus filled to capacity to
Fenway for a day with the Red Sox.  Aline and Cherie left 2 days later for a 10 day trip with 26 others to Alaska with features
including a cruise down the inter-coastal passageway from Alaska to British Columbia. They also took an 8 hour long train ride
to Denali National Park. An invite will be sent out in the fall to view a full presentation our Alaskan Excursion. (Too many great
pictures to include in this report)
The tennis courts behind the Lisbon High School were resurfaced to like new condition in July.
Volunteers and Staff members are our greatest assets to providing top notch comprehensive recreation services to the town.
Their hard work and support was important in making sure all of our programs were safe and efficient to all our participants.
Special thanks to all the volunteer coaches, and part-time staff members that were instrumental in providing recreation to our
Community.
We can do more!  We strive to make a positive difference in those who participate!  The social and physical benefits are impor-
tant to help build a close and healthy community.  Bringing people together, building relationships and helping youth realize
their potential are many of the goals that we strive to achieve every day.
In August, after providing over ten years of service to our Department as the Assistant Director, Jamey Martin resigned to take
another job in another town.  Her contributions to each of our programs and events were extraordinary.  Jamey will be missed.
Dan Leeman was hired to replace Jamey in September!  We wish Jamey the best in her new position and welcome Dan to the
team!
The Lisbon Parks and Recreation Department as well as the Recreation Committee, the Conservation Commission, the MTM
Board, the Cemetery Committee, along with the Lisbon Community Garden Committee and the Green Thumb Gang strive
to bring the best opportunities we can to our town.  We encourage suggestions and ideas on how we could improve our
services.  We are proud to serve children, families, and the entire Lisbon Community.
Planning Board
Subdivision review - Kelly Park residential development. Approved with conditions
Subdivision review - 2 Lot Subdivision, John Crafts, 117 Main Street. Approved
Home Daycare business - 34 Summer Street.  Approved
Home Daycare business - 18 Hinkley Street.  Approved
Tier 2 Site Plan review - Kieran Transport, LLC, 742 Lisbon Street. Trucking terminal. Ap-
proved with conditions.
Rear Lot - Frost Hill Ave. - Approved
Conditional Use - Home Occupation - Retail firearm sales, 12 Forbes Road. Approved
Tier 2 Site Plan review - Dominoe's Pizza, 586 Lisbon Street. Approved with conditions
Home Daycare business - 8 Blethen Street. Approved with conditions
Rear Lot - Fortin Ave. - Approved
Tier 2 Site Plan review - Essential Learning Solutions Child Care Facility, 52 Lisbon Street.
Approved with conditions
Subdivision review - 3 Lot Subdivision, Dale Crafts, Ridge Road. Approved
Tier 2 Site Plan review - Springworks Farm greenhouse expansion. Approved
● Recognition of Service for Dan Nezol, long time Planning Board member.
● Comprehensive Plan update (public workshops, meetings, surveys...)
● Capital Improvement Plan approvals
● Review of Chapter 46: Streets, Sidewalks & Other Public Places
● Site Plan Review revisions
● Moxie Festival information booth
● Presentation on Long Term Planning (Code Enforcement Officer): Downtown parking
issues, future Town development opportunities, destination spot for the Lisbon Trail
system.
● Medical Marijuana / Recreational Marijuana: Public Workshops, meetings and surveys.
Questions should be directed to the Code Enforcement Officer, Dennis Douglass at 353-3000 Ext
#111 or at www.lisbonme.org / Code Enforcement.  If interested in becoming a member of the Plan-
ning Board please contact the Administrative Assistant at 353-3000 Ext #102.
The Lisbon Planning Board hears and decides upon zoning ordinance issues, conditional use permits,
flood hazard development permits and site plan review applications.
The Planning Board meets and holds public hearings on the 2nd and 4th Thursday of each month unless
otherwise posted. During the calendar year 2017 the Planning Board held several workshops and
meetings that resulted in the following:
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2017 was an active year for the men and women of the Lisbon Police Department.  The following is a very
brief look at several of the highlights and activities that took place during our year.
A law enforcement agency should never be defined simply by looking at a list of traffic
stops or arrests made during a certain period of time.  These numbers do provide a snapshot into the daily
activities of the men and women of this agency however, so we will cover some of them here briefly.  A total
of 12,383 calls for service were handled by Lisbon PD members in 2017.  The majority of these calls were
received via our Communications Center here at the PD, while others were initiated by our officers on patrol
or calls forwarded from other agencies.  A total of 333 persons were either arrested or charged with a
criminal violation of law in 2017, and officers investigated a total of 156 motor vehicle crashes.  There were
a total of 825 investigative reports taken, and our Animal Control Officer(s) handled 490 calls for service
during that time.  There were also a total of 2,825 traffic related calls for service (motor vehicle stops, driving
complaints, traffic enforcement activities, etc.) during the year 2017.  For those who are not aware, we
receive complaints and/or requests for traffic enforcement on a continual basis here at the police department.
Officers are then directed to target various areas with additional police presence, or to direct their attention
to particular violations (speed, stop sign, texting, etc.) on a weekly basis depending on other requests and
priorities.   Please be sure to reach out if you have a concern, or haven’t seen our officers in your
neighborhood for a while, and we will be in touch.
In preparation for future recruiting needs the police department reached out to
the Lisbon High School in search of an aspiring marketing and/or graphic arts student to produce an
informational pamphlet for the department in 2017.  With the assistance of school administration and staff
one such student was located (Melinda Durgin).  Melinda worked with our agency over several months to
create a recruiting pamphlet that is now handed out at every job fair that our officers attend.
During 2017 the Lisbon Police Depart-
ment took part in both National Drug Take Back events
(April/October).  The Lisbon Police Department collect-
ed a total of 474 pounds of unused or expired medica-
tion during the two events.  These drug take backs are
an important way to keep prescription medication out
of the hands of our children, and water supply.  As a
reminder we should note that residents can swing by
and drop off any expired or unwanted medication at the
collection box in the lobby of the police department on
a 24/7 basis without any questions being asked.
The police department took part in 4 grants that were offered by the Maine Bureau
of Highway Safety in 2017.  Officers took part in traffic details focused on enforcing: 1. Seatbelt usage, 2.
Speed, 3. Distracted Driving, and 4. Operating Under the Influence (OUI) violations.  The OUI enforcement
culminated in a multi-agency roadblock partnering officers from the Lisbon, Sabattus, Maine State Police, and
Androscoggin County Law Enforcement Agencies.  A total of 615 motor vehicles were stopped throughout
the evening and we believe a strong message was sent to that all agencies involved are taking impaired driving
seriously.
Marc Hagan, Police Chief
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Police Chief
Officer Tiffany Libby and Sergeant Ryan McGee with collected
medication.
In March the American Red Cross recognized Communications Officers Jared
Blake, and Charles White, with the “Public Safety Heroes” Award for their involvement in the rescue of 3
young men on the Androscoggin River in 2016.  The men were fishing from rocks, below the Miller Hydro
Dam, when the water level began to rise dramatically and they were trapped.  CO’s Blake and White
received the initial call for assistance, dispatched first responders to the scene, and spent the next hour and
a half dispatching rescue units from numerous agencies to the active rescue scene, while also coordinating
all radio traffic, and responding to the continuing daily allotment of calls for service.  The outcome of this
event was the successful rescue of the three fishermen, without injury to any persons involved. Congratula-
tions again to Communications Officers Blake and White for their efforts on this day.
In August the police department hosted our
own National Night Out event at the MTM Center. For those who
are not aware, National Night Out is a community crime and safety
event that brings citizens and law enforcement together so that we
can build trust and relationships that help us keep our community
safe.   The event was a great opportunity for us to spend some time
with members of our community in a positive, friendly, atmosphere.
Attendees had the opportunity to sit in police cruisers and fire trucks,
be served free hot dogs and hamburgers by members of the police
and fire departments,  listen to live music, and see a demonstration
by our own Officer Jason St. Pierre and canine Moxie.  Special thanks
again to Mark Stevens and his staff for hosting the event, as well as
Positive Change Lisbon, the Lisbon Federal Credit Union, the Lisbon
Fire Department, and our local McDonald’s for all of their hard work
and donations.
The police department kicked off our first ever “Sand for Seniors” program in 2017.  The
idea behind the program is to bring a senior citizen, who is either alone or is unable to carry a heavy bucket,
sand that they can hopefully use to spread on their walkway, steps, etc. in hopes of preventing a fall. It also
gives members of our department an opportunity for some face to face contact with someone who may be
shut in, or in need of some other type of assistance, that we normally wouldn’t come into contact with.  Any
senior citizen, their children, neighbor, or friend, can call in to the 353-2500 line, or send a message via our
Facebook page, and request a bucket.  A member of the police department will then fill a bucket with sand
and deliver it to the person in question.  Thank you to Lowe’s Home Improvement for the donation of the
buckets used in this program.
We would be remiss not to mention the retirement of Reserve Communications Officer
Charles “Charlie” White during 2017.  Charlie started with the Lisbon Police Department in 1976 as a
Reserve Patrol Officer.  Over the years Charlie would serve as a supervisor of all Lisbon reserve officers, a
full-time Communications Officer, and a reserve (part-time) Communications Officer.  In total, Charlie has
spent the last 41 years of his life serving this agency and community in some aspect and words cannot do
justice to our level of respect for him.
In conclusion, I would like to take a moment to thank the community for their support of the men and
women of the Lisbon Police Department.  These officers take great pride in their service and dedication to
the community, as they should, and we look forward to serving you all in the upcoming calendar year.
Police Chief Continued
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The Public Works Department had a productive 2017.  We were fortunate to continue with needed equip-
ment replacements as well as infrastructure improvements including an aggressive paving plan.
The entire Summer and Fall season was very busy. Along with the daily operations including scheduled, non-
scheduled, and emergency calls we also worked on the following:  ditching, catch basin and manhole
repair/replacement, and replacement or new installation of culverts.  Most of these efforts were in conjunc-
tion with increased road rehabilitation efforts.  Following the paving work the crew was responsible for ad-
dressing the road shoulders.
The Solid Waste Department continued to operate at a high level of efficiency and the table shows a histori-
cal summary of the quantities of items moved through the transfer station annually.  This year was very simi-
lar to the previous year and continued an upward trend of total tons processed through the facility.
Cardboard   125   119.81  121.36  143.46  127.76
Mixed Paper   43.6  69.65  67.36  65.35  64.9
Newspaper   65.22  66.91  66.07  64.51  44.51
Steel    147.56  173.69  196.55  214.86  236.82
Single Stream  78.98  76.05  84.49  80.41  81.27
Salvation Army  0 0             7.9
Tires    12.19  8.12  18.02  17.79  12.91
Sheetrock   34.18  38.51  35.68  0   0
Shingles    95.52  60.52  86.63  95.16  96.71
Demo Wood  297.52  262.2  349.2  332.76  366.4
Brush    146.28  208.22  183.28  198.18  334.99
Compost   195.02  228.16  182.23  167   156.75
Household Waste 2702.3  2770.07  2724.96  2685.51  2792.88
Bulky Material  293.45  315.73  394.25  487.13  478.45
Bulbs (Total Feet) 12892'  10764'  7708'  6824'  7813
Anti-freeze   125   90   105   0   136
Oil     1164  739   938   1375  1442
Oil/Gas Mix   165   220   220   440   495
Propane Tanks  65   23   37   42   33
Freon Units   260   198   301   332   329
CRT's/ Electronics 1458  1670  1493  886   1051
The Sewer Department focused most of this year on routine repair and maintenance efforts associated with
the Waste Water Treatment Plant as well as the twelve pump stations we operate.  We had an emergency
sewer repair on Pinewoods Road and as a result planned to replace a section of the sewer main.  We also
finalized an application to USDA Rural Development to obtain funding for roughly half of the capital improve-
ments identified in a comprehensive sewer system evaluation.  This document will provide a road map for
system improvements over the next decade totaling $20 million.
Public Works
Ryan Leighton, Director
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Vital records in Maine are closed.  To order a certified copy of a vital record you must show ID.  If you are
ordering a certified copy of a vital record of a family member, you must also show lineage.  The Town of
Lisbon expresses our condolences to the family and friends of the following:
Report of Deaths
Twila Lycette, Town Clerk
Decedent Name Age Resident Town Town of Death Date of Death
 Alexander,Edward H.   90  Lisbon   Auburn    03/25/2017
 Anderson,Rebecca Grace  30  Lisbon   Presque Isle   01/20/2017
 Anicetti,Frank J.     77  Lisbon   Lewiston    05/22/2017
 Balestrieri,Betty Caroline  83  Lisbon   Lisbon    10/26/2016
 Bannister,Leola M    82  Lewiston   Lisbon    10/25/2016
 Bauer,William A.     73  Lisbon   Auburn    12/29/2016
 Benner,Suzanne Antoinette 58  Lisbon   Auburn    02/21/2017
 Bernard,Joan     78  Lisbon   Auburn    05/11/2017
 Brissette,Joseph M.G.   89  Lisbon   Lewiston    03/02/2017
 Brooks,Cecile M.    95  Lisbon   Lisbon    09/17/2016
Brooks,Theresa Patricia  90  Lisbon   Lisbon    08/07/2016
 Bussiere,Daniel Armand  53  Lisbon   Lisbon    11/19/2016
 Byron,Richard Oliver   71  Lisbon   Auburn    03/21/2017
 Card,Ernest Lee     79  Lisbon   Auburn    12/02/2016
 Caron,Susan Irene    67  Lisbon   Lewiston    04/07/2017
 Champagne,Therese G.  88  Lisbon   Lisbon    05/24/2017
 Charpentier,Annie M   84  Lisbon   Auburn    12/10/2016
 Chase,Milo Lawrence Jr.  90  Lisbon   Auburn    06/02/2017
 Craig,Gloria Ruthie    88  Lisbon   Auburn    11/03/2016
 Curless,Philip Henry Jr.  83  Lisbon   Lisbon    09/17/2016
 Curtis,Lucretia Ann    73  Lisbon   Lisbon    11/04/2016
 Cushing,Stevenson R.   26  Lisbon   Durham    08/20/2016
 Daigle,Sandra F     80  Lisbon   Brunswick   07/27/2016
 Daniels,Michael Lee   73  Lisbon   Togus     11/30/2016
 David,Helen Bernadine   69  Lisbon   Auburn    12/19/2016
 Desmarais,Gilberte V.   82  Lisbon   Auburn    04/05/2017
 Douglas,Deborah L.   37  Lisbon   Lisbon    03/25/2017
 Dubois,Rene E. Jr.    45  Lisbon   Lewiston    10/10/2016
 Ebner,Juliette R.    86  Lisbon   Lewiston    01/14/2017
 Engberg,Mary Lucy    67  Lisbon   Auburn    02/24/2017
 Fortin,Rose Jeannette   87  Lisbon   Bath     04/06/2017
 Galgovitch,Dorinda Ann  65  Lisbon   Lisbon    03/12/2017
 Gamrat,John G.     78  Lisbon   Lisbon    04/03/2017
 Gatcomb,Burton Lee-Beal  55  Lisbon   Brunswick   01/09/2017
 Gaudet,Timothy Edward  63  Lisbon   Lisbon    02/17/2017
 Gray,Betty Ann     51  Lisbon   Auburn    11/20/2016
 Gross,Frank O. Jr.    90  Lisbon   Lisbon    09/29/2016
 Hardy,Starr Judith    76  Lisbon   Lisbon    11/27/2016
 Hickman,Gail Victoria   55  Lisbon   Lewiston    11/16/2016
 Huston,Madelyn F.    83  Lisbon   Lewiston    12/10/2016
 Jean,Esther Allen    90  Lisbon   Lewiston    10/09/2016
Decedent Name Age Resident Town Town of Death Date of Death
King,Madeline Flye    82  New Gloucester Lisbon    07/28/2016
 Koza,Bernard F. D.M.D.  77  Lisbon   Lisbon    10/02/2016
 Kroken,Donna Lee    76  Lisbon   Auburn    10/31/2016
 Lantis,Diane Lee    62  Lisbon   Auburn    01/15/2017
 Lebrun,Gilberte R.    89  Lisbon   Lisbon    06/02/2017
 Mason,Paul Martin Sr.   78  Lisbon   Lisbon    06/03/2017
 Matthews,Susan C.    68  Lisbon   Lisbon    03/11/2017
 Michaud,Victoria Marie   95  Lisbon   Auburn    03/22/2017
 Moon,Charles Vinton   56  Lisbon   Lewiston    02/25/2017
 Naragon,Ramona    65  Lisbon   Lisbon    09/27/2016
 Park,Pauline Cantara   87  Lisbon   Lisbon    08/26/2016
 Pelletier,Lorraine B.    85  Lisbon   Auburn    09/23/2016
 Plummer,Martina    90  Lisbon   Lewiston    03/16/2017
 Radley,Patricia J.    76  Lisbon   Lewiston    04/08/2017
 Richard,James R.    54  Lisbon   Lewiston    08/15/2016
 Richards,Ralph Alec   75  Lisbon   Lisbon    11/29/2016
 Rodriguez,Luis Alberto   63  Lisbon   Auburn    02/03/2017
 Rogers,Gordon Weldon  87  Lisbon   Lisbon    06/07/2017
 Roux,Roland Joseph   68  Minot    Lisbon    10/04/2016
 Saucier,Jacquelin Marie  58  Lisbon   Lisbon    05/17/2017
 Schlotterbeck,Patricia A.  75  Lisbon   Lewiston    03/26/2017
 Schwicker,Frederick   84  Lisbon   Auburn    02/10/2017
 Shea,Schuylar Merrill   99  Lisbon   Lisbon    06/20/2017
 Shorette,Lenorma B.   86  Lisbon   Lisbon    03/20/2017
 Skolfield,Elizabeth Anne  53  Lisbon   Lewiston    02/10/2017
 Smith,Erna H.     86  Lisbon   Lisbon    02/09/2017
 Smith,Robert Daniel   78  Lisbon   Lisbon    02/05/2017
 Stessl,Janet C.     83  Lisbon   Lisbon    04/21/2017
 Strout,Elsie M.     81  Lisbon   Lisbon    03/12/2017
 Sullivan,Elsie M.     91  Lisbon   Lisbon    09/23/2016
 Tarr,Faye V      83  Lisbon   Lewiston    05/14/2017
 Thibodeau,Allan Nelson  73  Lisbon   Lewiston    02/26/2017
 Tower,Aubrey G. Jr.   90  Lisbon   Lewiston    12/07/2016
 Wall,Edward J.     75  Lisbon   Auburn    01/15/2017
 Webber,Sandra L.    75  Lisbon   Lisbon    01/19/2017
 White,David Leroy    76  Lisbon   Lisbon    09/02/2016
Total 77
Report of Deaths
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Town Salary Report
Calendar Year End 2017
Town Salary Report Continued
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Water Department
William Alexander, Manager
639 Lisbon Street
Lisbon Falls, ME 04252
Our Board has:
● Welcomed our newly appointed Commissioner James Lemieux at the end of February and
a newly elected board member Roger Bickford. Mr. Wells will be leaving the Board on June
30, 2018 when the term ends. The Board and the Business Mgr. started the process to
update the Water Department Charter so that Board members will begin their term
December 1st instead of the following July 1st.
● Struggled with significant budget cuts for the 3rd year in a row and worked with the
Superintendent to plan needed infrastructure improvements, a capital improvement plan
and ultimately conceded that there will need to be a rate increase in 2018.
Our Business Office has:
●  Assisted customers with billing questions, payments, disconnects, payment arrangements,
water quality issues, and various other job order requests. All information is documented
and tracked in Edifice, QuickBooks, Excel, and/or Access programs to be used later in
various reporting and billing requirements.
●  Managed the billing and controlled the expenditures to minimize the 2017 budget deficit.
●  Completed another successful audit and with the aid of the Town’s Finance Director,
implemented the recommended changes to improve the financial security of Water
Department monetary assets.
●  Worked with our Superintendent, the Board, and the Financial Advisor to achieve a 2018
budget. Research, print and provide financial information to our financial advisor to begin
the rate case and identify options to minimize the increase.
●  Assisted the Superintendent to create a New Service Application and procedure to
streamline the process for potential new customers which is available online under the
Water Dept at www.lisbonme.org.
Our Superintendent and Operations has:
●  Pumped 73,867,700 gallons of water from Moody Well, 53,879,300 gallons from 196
Bauer Station Well, and 39,648,100 from Ann St Well for a total of 144,343,789 gallons for
2017.
●  Fixed, repaired, installed, or replaced 48 meters, 11 remote meter readers, 4 galvanized
service lines to copper, service, 7 curb-boxes, 7 service curb-rods, 9 threaded curb box
covers, 17 valve box repairs,  Inspected and accepted 26 new service lines and 2 new
hydrants. Repaired 4 hydrants, one 8” water main break, and one 6” water main break.
The Department replaced three 12 inch gate valves, one 8 inch gate valve, one 6 inch gate
valve and installed one additional 12 inch gate valve.
Water Department
Completed 1250 work orders for maintenance and repair of Department plant and
equipment and 825 work orders for customer service requests and communicating or
meeting with customers with water issues.
● Identified and executed many filter plant and well pump improvements and repairs.  At the
Moody plant we replaced one 8 inch butterfly, one check valve on the finished water
pumps, an 8 inch check on Well #2, replaced VFD interface for backwash pump, and a
chlorine analyzer key pad, updated pH monitor, improved air vent capacities on all pumps,
installed anthracite filter media to improve finished water quality, and continued implement-
ing the corrosion control program plan for Maine Drinking Water Program approval.
● Continued to sample and track results of the filter plant sludge to be approved to send the
waste to the sewer treatment plant to improve efficiency and save money.
● Began the new unidirectional hydrant flushing process to improve water quality in several
areas.
● The Maine Drinking Water program approved our new disinfection by-products sampling
sites and accepted our lead and copper sampling results. We also offered the School Dept.
aid for lead and copper sampling.
● Implemented automatic vehicle tracking of Dept. equipment.
● Worked with the Lisbon Police Dept. to install their radio equipment on the Lisbon Tank.
What’s on the Horizon in 2018?
●  Begin and complete the Mill St. main replacement project.
●  Continue to prepare for the main replacement on Main St in conjunction with MDOT road
reconstruction.
●  Implement the Corrosion Control Program to improve water quality issues.
●  Complete the Asset Management Program and implement a MPUC monitored Capital
Reserve Account.
**The Water Dept. Financial Report, Annual PUC Report and the CCR are available at:
www.lisbonme.org
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